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Even then cooperative credit institution ate still in their 
infancies but not embraced the grace of progress. The 
following passage narrates the poor message of Indian 
cooperative credit structure.:
Constitution :
Almost all cooperative credit institutions ate constituted 
by the poor membership of poor farmers who contributed 
Rs.10 for the membership. While they bargained again 
and again for the abnormal gain which was insufficient to 
meet the minimum farm needs. In rural regions, money 
lenders were the chief financiers of these underprivileged 
farmers to meet the basic needs of farmers. But these 
moneylenders exploited Indian poor farmers mercilessly. 
To replace the money-lenders, cooperative credit 
institution initiated to finance farmer members without 
exploitation. But these cooperative credit societies could 
not be able to construct a strong financial structure for 
their survival. They wanted to empower the Indian 
agriculture but Indian agriculture was governed by 
innumerable uncertainties. Hence, agriculture remained 
in the original toto and motto. Even then, Indian 
agriculture needed initial finance from any institution.

Need for Institutional finance:
The cultivators aspired a cheap finance for their 
investments for better seeds, fertilizers, supply of water 
facilities, etc. Farmers thought to emancipate from the 
misery of poverty but their were evaporated in the air. 
Their heir on severe poverty accompanied even in the 21st 
century. In Indian, industrial gap is filled-up with better 
and glittering benefit. While, agriculture remained as it 
was with negligible improvements in water-belt areas. 
The need for institutional credit arises due to the weakness 
or inadequacy of private agencies to supply credit to 
farmers. The private credit is defective and effective credit 
facilities are essential to mould and build competitive 
strength among farmers. The real necessaries of credit to 
farmers must be supplied by organized institutions but not 
by individuals. The various urgencies and emergencies 
can be justified on the following grounds.
Necessaries of Credit:

1) Agriculture is the source of many products and to 
produce effectively and profitable necessary inputs are 
useful. For the purchase of such inputs, credit is needed.
2) Productivity of the land must be accelerated and 
the productivity of the land is dependent upon the supply 
of inputs in time.
3) Agricultural all functions from harrowing to 
harvesting; adequate credit supply must be done without 
delay. So credit facilities should be supplied cheaper rate 
of interest.
4) Double crop and multiple crop facilities must be 
adhered to. This needs the study of agricultural science is 
necessary. Hence finance is necessary.
5) Vague has no Hogue and hence scientific investigations 
are to be done and accordingly the selected functions must 
be done.
6) Farmers lack the knack to knock the difficulties 
and therefore agricultural scientific services should be 
obtained from agricultural graduates.
7) These all rhythmic functions need adequate credit for 
the collection of expected crops.
8) Routi ne cul tural  pract i ces shoul d be 
continuously exercised to escape from natural calamities.
9) Institutional credit at cheaper rate of interest only 
is useful to promote agriculture.
10) The ancient supply of credit cannot supplement 
the growth of agriculture. Formerly, the farmer was born 
in debt, lived in debt and died in debt. Such ugly practices 
should be promptly replaced by feasible credit facilities to 
be furnished by cooperative credit institutions.
11) In the ancient India, farmers were innocent, 
ignorant, illiterate and they were unable to cultivate 
effectively. At present, the proper education should be 
supplied with the adequate credit supply.
12) Agriculture is a seasonal occupation and it must 
be converted into perennial occupation by providing 
adequate finance in time.
The financial requirements of Indian farmers can be 
classified in to three categories depending upon the period 
and the purpose for which they are needed.
1) Farmers need funds for short-run of less than 15 
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months for the purpose of cultivation and for meeting 
domestic expenses. They need finance to purchase seeds, 
fertilizers, fodder for cattle, insecticides, pesticides, etc. 
They required funds to meet the needs of family due to the 
crop failures. Hence, farmers untterly in need of cheap 
finance to meet domestic expenses and cultivation for a 
short period till they collect income on their ensuing 
crops.
2) The farmers require finance for medium period 
ranging between 15 months and 5 years for improving 
their lands, buying cattle, equipments, etc. medium term 
loans are necessary to improve the productivity of lands 
by tractoring the lands, for composing pipe-lines or canal 
constructions.
3) The farmers need finance for the purpose of 
buying additional piece of land, to make permanent 
improvements by constructing bunds to protect fertility of 
lands, or  to pay the old unpaid debt, and to purchase 
agricultural costly machineries, equipments, etc. such 
long-term credit is needed for more than 5 years and less 
than 10 years.
It is necessary to classify additional credit requirements of 
farmers into productive and unproductive credit. The 
former includes the routine expenses on seeds, fertilizers 
equipments etc. The farmers are expected to pay regularly 
taxes on their crops to the state governments. Farmers 
spend regularly large funds on festivals, celebration 
expenses of marriage, such expenses are unproductive 
and they borrow from any source. But at the end of the 
year, these borrowed funds become burdens. So it is said 
that farmers borrow money to create sorrow for tomorrow. 
Farmers have no reserves of money to meet current of 
future expenses. They never plan for the future and spend 
abnormally by using all their form income. Every year 
they suffer from the same financial worries. Even to-day 
Indian farmers do not save out of surplus income.

Sources of Rural Credit :
There are two classes of supplying credit to farmers, they 
are private money-lenders, traders and commission 
agents, relatives, landlords, etc. All such private money-
lenders are notorious in exploiting farmers. Such private 
sources of money-lenders are known as non-institutional 
sources. They are merciless, cruel and above all slaughters 
of humanity.
The second form is known as institutional lenders who 
supply credit on security and guarantee. Farmers lack 
these two, i.e. security and guarantee. Again the farmers 
are bound to approach money-lenders only. Ultimately the 
financial difficulties of farmers are endless nuisance. At 
last cooperative credit supply was approved by all states.
Rural cooperative credit societies :
               Indian planners acknowledged cooperation as a 
source of economic expansion. This can involve all 
disabled and disadvantageous men of all regions 
especially rural weaker sections. The organizers 
estimated the welfare activi ties through vi l lage 
cooperatives from which self reliance, mutual alliance 
and above all national upliftment can be obtained. The 
non-exploitative character of  cooperative, voluntary 
natural of membership, the principle of one-man, one-
vote decentralized decision making and self imposed 
restriction on profits eminently qualified as an instrument 
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of development.
The cooperative credit was started with a view to supply 
cheap credit facilities to poor farmers. These cooperative 
credit facilities helped such poor farmers to some extent 
because the financial strength of these cooperative credit 
societies was too much unsound and year's together 
members, organizers and above all the Government 
agencies attempted to enrich these credit societies. But the 
status remained in the same level without any 
improvement. Members are honest but unfavorable 
conditions and these members are unable to repay their 
loans on due dates. Dues became overdues, even then the 
members could not obtain any fortune from their lands. 
Indian agricul ture is governed by numbers of 
uncertainties which have become permanent associates of 
cultivators. Such uncertainties are narrated as follows:

1) Uncertainty of rains :
       Rains in Indian are uncertain and so the supply of 
water to lands is always irregular    and uncertain,. 
Insufficient rainfall and uneven rainfall to all regions 
created uncertainties for the smooth growth of crops.
2) Uncertainty of Market availability :
          Farmers sustain many troubles to maintain a certain 
standard of their farm produce. But there is no certainty of 
getting feasible market for the immediate sale of their 
product. Farmers do not possess any storage facilities and 
so they are compelled to sell in the market at unfavorable 
prices. Again farmers do not emancipate their life from 
misery.
3) Uncertainty of Fiance :
           Money lenders advance against property but 
farmers do not hold any valuable property except their 
lands. To borrow money from money lenders, farmers are 
compelled to mortgage their lands against which loans 
may be fetched. But these money lenders do not sanction 
loans at once and they are to prepare mortgage papers 
including determining rate of interest period for the 
repayment, acres of lands, etc.
4) Unfavourable price to production:
Merchant middlemen and agent middlemen chase and 
purchase at the cheapest prices which do not cover the cost 
of  production, farmers are unable to repay the debt of 
money lenders who confiscate the lands so mortgaged. 
Thus, farmers become landless and they work as coolies 
in the fields of others. Thus landlords become landless 
workers. .
5) Approach to Cooperative Credit societies :
     The income of farmers is always insufficient to meet 
farm expenses for purchasing seeds, fertilizers, manures, 
eater etc. At the same moment, a portion of the income 
should be reserved for their domestic needs. Again, 
farmers have to approach these money lenders. To 
facilitate farmers, cooperative credit is to be obtained at 
the cheaper rate of interest. But the cooperative credit is 
insufficient and again farmers were forced to borrow from 
money lenders.
      However, farmers borrow from the co-operative credit 
societies but the farmers cannot maintain their 
punctuality, regularity and loyalty to pay the dues of such 
cooperative credit societies. Such dues become overdue 
which are known as Non-participating Assets (NPAS) of 
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cooperative banks. These NPAS are known as secret 
diseases of these banks. Banks attempted to collect dues 
by the help of tribunals and many other legal remedies. 
They are not successful. At last scrupulous bank staff 
collect the dues by utilizing their skills and maintain sweet 
over their tongue. Therefore, cooperative bank staff is 
able to collect dues from unfortunate farmers.

Emergency of  Non-Participating Assets : (NPAS)
       The real borrowers of cooperative credit societies are 
irregular in the repayment of loan interest and 
installments. But if was not recognized by any institution 
nor the Government. But at present commercial banks 
suffered too much from such NPAS and all alarmed their 
consciousness. From this awakening, cooperative banks 
NPAS are also received remedies to collect all dues from 
co-operative credit societies. All measures all remedies 
remained useless and at last the staff members exercised 
intelligence, skill and personal natural approach. Due to 
their personal touch dues have been acknowledged 
however, they are not so serve as they were previously.
     Due to the NPAS, so many credit societies were 
liquidated and depositors and share holders were kept in 
deep losses. At present the prudent invigilation minimized 
the NPAS and the liquidation of cooperative credit 
societies is minimized shareholders, depositors and 
borrowers are well educated and they all realized their 
responsibilities. The liquidation of cooperative credit 
societies has been under control. The borrowers started to 
use cooperative credit for productive purposes. Formerly, 
misuse of credit was popular among the borrowers i.e. 
productive credit was utilized for unproductive purposes. 
Therefore, all borrowers became defaulters in the 
repayment of interest and installments.
Conclusion :
      Self realization of responsibilities is counted and 
accounted to maintain solid structure of cooperative 
credit.
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